The Cours Florent is a famous and renowned Drama School in France with an international reputation. The Cours Florent now offers artistic and multidisciplinary programs focusing not only on acting but also cinema, musicals, music and dance.

When Cours Florent was founded in 1967, its vision was to create a unique and innovative school focusing on each individual student to nurture and develop their skills and their acting potential. The programs at Cours Florent will allow the students to cultivate their knowledge of the professional sector thanks to guest speakers from the fields of cinema, advertising or theater. The Casting Office and the masterclasses help students throughout their studies to meet with professionals from the different fields. The List of Worldwide famous alumni is prestigious: Audrey Tatou, Sophie Marceau, Diane Kruger, Guillaume Canet, Isabelle Adjani etc.

A specific follow up and supervision allow International Students to easily integrate the school and live a total immersion in the French Culture

**STRENGTHS**
The Cours Florent Strengths are:
- 51 years of Drama and Theatrical experience.
- Worldwide famous alumni: Audrey Tatou, Sophie Marceau, Diane Kruger, Guillaume Canet, Isabelle Adjani etc.
- Drama and Acting programs given in three cities: Paris, Brussels, Montpellier and Bordeaux.
- Professional teachers that are still performing
- Casting Department connecting students to professionals in the drama-acting scene
- The Students perform in a yearly show (Prix Olga Horstig) in front of professionals of the field
- Yearly Festival (Les Automnales) presenting the students creations to the public
- School with a wide International development

**MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY**
The Cours Florent professional acting programs in Paris, Brussels, Montpellier and Bordeaux. In addition, the school offers professional programs in cinema, musicals, Acting in English, Musique and Acting in German.

No Matter what the students orientation are, they will always have a professional follow up and supervision.

**Professional Acting Program:**
- The Acting Program is a three year program that delivers a Cours Florent Certificate. During the Program, the students participate in different dramatic interpretation classes and specialized modules (diction, breathing, voice, body, improvisation...)
- **First Year:** Learning the basics of acting
- **Second Year:** In-depth study of acting and the role of an actor
- **Third Year:** Professionalization

In addition to the actual classes, masterclasses and meetings with professionals are regularly organized.

**Cours Florent Acting in English:**
The Cours Florent Acting in English Program is entirely taught in English. French proficiency is not required.

**Cours Florent Schauspiel auf Deutsch:**
The Cours Florent proposes an Acting Program taught entirely in German. French proficiency is not required.

**LOCATION**
The Cours Florent is situated in the Heart of Paris, in the 19th district. In addition, Cours Florent Acting Programs are offered in Brussels, Montpellier and Bordeaux.